MULTIPHONES MINI POD

TM

COMPACT STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

Description
The MultiPhones MiniPod is a compact stereo headphone amplifier for broadcast
studios and other commercial sound installations. The MiniPod can be used with
a MultiPhones Master unit or by itself as a “stand alone” headphone listening
station. In either case, multiple MiniPods can be interconnected using cat5
cabling to produce a multi-user headphone listening system.

the two 1/4” input jacks, and a 12 volt power source is connected to the
power jack. In this configuration, multiple MiniPods can be “daisy chained”
together (using cat5 cabling) so that audio and power are distributed to all
units. Another installation option is to use cat5 cabling to distribute power
(only) to multiple units, and feed a separate audio signal to each MiniPod.

The front panel of the MiniPod features a volume control and headphone jacks.
Both 1/4” and 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks are provided. On the back panel there are
two RJ45 (cat5) connectors, two 1/4” TRS audio input jacks, and a 12 volt power
input jack.

The MultiPhones MiniPod is optimized for use with contemporary highefficiency headphones with impedances between 24 and 600 ohms. Because
each MiniPod contains its own amplifier, any combination of different headphones can be used. There is no interaction between units, and no degradation of audio performance regardless of the number of MiniPods used. The
system uses low-Z balanced audio distribution so that long cable runs do not
degrade audio quality.

If the MiniPod is used with a MultiPhones Master unit, audio and power are supplied by the Master. Each MiniPod has two RJ45 jacks so that multiple MiniPods
can be “daisy chained” together. Up to 12 MiniPods can be supported by one
MultiPhones Master unit.
If the MiniPod is not used with a MultiPhones Master unit, stereo audio is fed to

The MultiPhones MiniPod is compact, allowing for convenient mounting on a
desktop or attached to the underside of a counter. A 12 volt AC power
supply is optionally available.
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Audio Input, RJ45
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Audio Input, TRS

0 dBu nom, stereo, 10K balanced
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Frequency Response 5Hz – 20 kHz, +/- 0.25 dB
Power and audio distributed with cat5.

Distortion

.005% typical

Outputs

For 24-600 ohm headphones
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Power Requirement MultiPhones Master or 12VAC, 50ma
Physical

4.0”w X 5.5”d X 1.5”h, 1 LB

Power only distributed with cat5.
Any combination of the installations above is possible, using cat5 to distribute power and
audio to some MiniPods, with other units receiving power only via cat 5 + local audio via
the MiniPod TRS audio input jacks.
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